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Abstract—One of the main research directions in CAD/CAM machining area is the reducing of machining time.

The feedrate scheduling is one of the advanced techniques that allows keeping constant the uncut chip area and as sequel to keep constant the main cutting forces. They are two main ways for feedrate optimization. The first consists in the cutting force monitoring, which presumes to use complex equipment for the force measurement and after this, to set the feedrate regarding the cutting force variation. The second way is to optimize the feedrate by keeping constant the material removal rate regarding the cutting conditions.

In this paper there is proposed a new approach using an extended database that replaces the system model.

The feedrate scheduling is determined based on the identification of the reconfigurable machine tool, and the feed value determination regarding the uncut chip section area, the contact length between tool and blank and also regarding the geometrical roughness.

The first stage consists in the blank and tool monitoring for the determination of actual profiles. The next stage is the determination of programmed tool path that allows obtaining the piece target profile.

The graphic representation environment models the tool and blank regions and, after this, the tool model is positioned regarding the blank model according to the programmed tool path. For each of these positions the geometrical roughness value, the uncut chip area and the contact length between tool and blank are calculated. Each of these parameters are compared with the admissible values and according to the result the feed value is established.

We can consider that this approach has the following advantages: in case of complex cutting processes the prediction of cutting force is possible; there is considered the real cutting profile which has deviations from the theoretical profile; the blank-tool contact length limitation is possible; it is possible to correct the programmed tool path so that the target profile can be obtained.

Applying this method, there are obtained data sets which allow the feedrate scheduling so that the uncut chip area is constant and, as a result, the cutting force is constant, which allows to use more efficiently the machine tool and to obtain the reduction of machining time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is known the fact that the control of the force which emerges at cutting machining drives to important economically advances by increasing productivity and surface quality.

Two main ways to maintain the cutting force in more closed limits were developed.

The first approach uses force transducers so the feed is modified as answer to the variation of machining forces. The adaptive controller on-line determines the process model parameters and corresponding to these, adjusts the controller, eliminating the need of off-line calibration tests. However, the systems have a very complex behavior and it is difficult to analyze and implement this approach, since the force direction cannot be determined [1], [7], [8].

Another approach proposes the adjustment of feed value based on the predictive analysis of the cutting force. One considers that the optimizing based on the process simulation allows a better machining process control, especially in cases of complex cutting processes [2], [3], [6].

In this paper a new approach is proposed using the extended database that will replace the RMT model. Based on the extended database the predictive analysis of cutting force is made based on the determination of the chip area detached in the machining process.

We consider that this manner has some advantages:
- in case of complex cutting processes, where the cutting depth and the chip width have important variations with the change of tool position, and in case of processes where the cutting is not continuous (generation by rolling with rack-gear tool or with gear-shaped tool), it is obligatory to predict the cutting force in order to maintain this value between the allowed limits [6];
- the actual cutting profile is different from the theoretical profile due of tool wear or tool change and also the blank actual profile is different from the theoretical profile, what is more it is individual for each blank. These things determine the need to calibrate the system;
- it is possible to limit the chip width so the process stability is improved;
- it is possible to correct the programmed tool path so that the target trajectory is obtained (see Fig. 1).

In the cutting machining the tool and the blank have
deviations from the theoretical profile. The presented method proposes the determination of these deviations, next being possible to establish adequate trajectories for tool and the determination of feed values in such a way as to obtain the desired piece profile in the condition of detaching chips with constant section areas, at the same time maintaining the imposed tool-blank contact length and the geometrical roughness [5].

II. PROPOSED METHOD

Specific for this new method are the uses of an extended database which will describe the system behavior.

If we admit as parameters of the reconfigurable machine tool model (RMT) the values (see Fig. 1):

- $A$ is the uncut chip section area, defined as area included between the blank boundary, the contact line between tool and blank at the current step and the contact line between tool and blank at the previous step [mm$^2$];
- $\Delta X$ — the tool displacement increment on $X$ direction [mm];
- $\Delta Y$ — the tool displacement increment on $Y$ direction [mm];
- $G$ — profile of generating tool (known in numerical form, obtained by measuring);
- $W$ — real profile of blank (known in numerical form, obtained by measuring);
- $T$ — piece theoretically profile (known in analytical form);
- $P$ — tool path programmed initially, regardless the correction determinates from the previously machined piece;
- $L$ — the contact length between the tool profile and the blank [mm];
- $R_z$ — roughness [mm];
- $A_i$ — roughness area at each step [mm$^2$], so that we can consider that the RMT general model is described by an equation with the form

$$F (A, \Delta X, \Delta Y, G, W, T, L, R_z, A_i) = 0. \quad (1)$$

The practical use of the extended database consists in obtaining a data set of the type

$$\text{dataset} = \{A, \Delta X, \Delta Y, G, W, T, L, R_z, A_i\}. \quad (2)$$

In the classical approach the system identification starts from an experimental database, on which there is applied an identification algorithm and the system model [1], [2] results.

The system identification by using the predictive analysis of the cutting force based on the uncut chip section area proposes to determine a current database that is applied to the model and an extended database is determined.
First of all the tool and the blank real profile are determined by measurement. There is also established the allowed geometrical roughness and the programmed tool path.

During the machining process the cutting force is monitored and there is verified whether the force value respects the imposed limits.

If, due to certain conditions, the cutting force is smaller than the allowed value then it is possible to increase it, idie to increase the value of the uncut chip section area, for the next piece. On the other hand, if the cutting force is greater than the allowed value, the uncut chip section area will be decreased.

If the self-excited vibrations emerge the cutting speed needs to decrease. By monitoring the vibration, we will be able to determine the tool position where the cutting speed needs to be decreased.

Before each exemplary machining, the previous machined exemplary is measured and the effective roughness and profile are determined.

Each of these parameters will be input data for the next extended database generation.

This database is obtained by virtual machining of each part exemplary.

The cutting force limitation may be made either in the virtual machining stage (in the case of shaping) or in the real machining stage (in the case of continuous cutting). In this last case the chip section area is modified after each piece machining, in order to limit the cutting force for the next piece.

Based on the previous machined piece profile it is possible to correct the programmed trajectory hereby so as to obtain a profile closer to the theoretical profile.

III. THE IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM

RMT identification based on this new method presumes three phases.

A. Monitoring

The blank and tool profile are numerically determined, by measuring. Based on these profiles the tool and blank models are made using a graphical representation environment [4]. These models are made as regions, on these being possible to apply the commands of the graphical representation environment (INTERSECT and SUBTRACT).

B. Virtual Machining

Being known the target profile (in analytical form) the tool path is determined, displacing the tool model in such a way that it is tangent to the piece model. The successive positions of the tool model insertion point will determine the trajectory and the programmed tool path (in numerical form). Each of these positions will be a calculus stage.

If the profile of a previously machined piece has deviations from the theoretical profile it is possible to correct the programmed tool path in order to decrease these deviations.

At each stage the geometrical roughness is determined and it is compared with the admissible limit, initially established. If the roughness value is greater than the limit, the tool is brought back in the previous position, the displacement increment is decreased and the tool is positioned again.

When there has been obtained an admissible value for the geometrical roughness, the uncut chip section area is determined. Similarly with the previous step this area is compared with the admissible limits, initially established.

When an admissible value for uncut chip area is obtained, the contact length between tool and blank is compared with the admissible limits.

For each case the tool is positioned with values that will not affect the previously determined parameters (roughness and area).

In this way there is determined the tool region insertion point for which all of the three mentioned criteria \((R_z, A, L)\) are satisfied. This point will be regarded as the programmed trajectory point and the model parameters will be saved in the output data file.

The logical scheme of this algorithm is showed in Fig. 3. A file of dataset on form (2) is obtained, which is the extended database.
Fig. 3 The logical scheme of the algorithm

We have to consider that each dataset refers to the intervals of the uncut chip section area, so the output file is a data array with three dimensions (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Extended database

C. Real Machining

After the obtaining of extended database, the piece is machined and after these, is measured in order to obtain the needed corrections for the next piece.

IV. THE PARAMETER SELECTION

Using machine tools which allow the unevenness variation of feed, the tool is driven along the programmed tool path, with the feed value increment obtained by the extended database.

Obviously, we will obtain an unevenness feed that allows detaching chips with even section area and hence even cutting forces on all machining processes.

More, during the whole process, the contact length between the tool and the blank is evaluated in order to avoid the self-vibration. If, due to constraints, the self-vibration may appear, the cutting speed is decreased in these zones.

This way, not only the feed but also the cutting speed and the cutting depth are scheduled.

The geometrical roughness of the surface is within the initially established limits, from the extended database, being possible to determine the average value and the roughness dispersion.

V. APPLICATION

It was developed the software for the extended database generation in case of cylindrical involute gear machining by rolling.

The tool is a rack-gear cutter with five teeth and the piece has the following characteristics:
- modulus \( m = 5 \) mm;
- piece teeth number \( z_1 = 30 \);
- dividing diameter \( D_r = 150 \) mm.

In Fig. 5 there are shown the uncut chip section area variations for two cases, the first when the feed is scheduled based on this method and the second when the feed is constant.

Is obviously that the uncut chip section area has a significant variation when the feedrate is constant.

When the feed is scheduled regarding the uncut chip section area, this is more uniform (see also Table I and II).

In Tables I and II there are presented the coordinates of the
position of the tool and the calculated chip areas for each case.

![Graph showing chip area variation](image)

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$y$ [mm]</th>
<th>Chip area [mm$^2$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>0.556317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>7.38469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>9.49459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>19.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>16.2833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>13.1818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-82.0</td>
<td>0.0660639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-87.0</td>
<td>0.0660639</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$y$ [mm]</th>
<th>Chip area [mm$^2$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>84.1422</td>
<td>5.92252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.1948</td>
<td>5.33825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.2473</td>
<td>5.6861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.1221</td>
<td>5.14407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.1665</td>
<td>5.05074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.1154</td>
<td>5.44715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-13.4498</td>
<td>5.22788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-17.4416</td>
<td>5.37716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-22.7547</td>
<td>5.02281</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a new approach for on-line geometrical identification of the reconfigurable machine tool, using virtual machining.

The RMT is monitored and there is generated an extended database that is easier to use as system model in order to make a predictive analysis of the cutting conditions.

The method has some advantages regarding the classical methods, as follows:

a). It is possible to predict the cutting force variation in case of complex cutting processes and in case of processes where the cutting is not continuous (generation by rolling with rack-gear tool or with gear-shaped tool);

b). The actual tool and blank profiles that are different from the theoretical profile are considered;

c). It is possible to predict the chip width and to limit the width or the cutting speed so that the process stability is improved;

d). It is possible to correct the programmed tool path so that the piece profile is closer to the theoretical profile;

e). Due to the feed scheduling the machining time is reduced so the process productivity is increased.

f). The tool load unevenness is decreased so that the endurance is increased.
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